
 
 

Archibus V26.1 Webinar FAQs 

Q1. Can you use report central to create KPI report such as total demand workorders/month/site?  

A1. The best approach at this time is to create a metric using the Metrics Framework with the granularity 'By Site" and 

'Monthly' (last day of the month) recurrence. After the metrics starts collecting data, create a report using Reports 

Central that analyzes the metrics value in the afm_metric_trend_values table and/or add the metric to your home page. 

Q2. Also can you use report central to create capital projects financial status reports i.e. total project budget vs 

commitments vs budget remaining?  

A2. Aggregating and totaling data is not available in 26.1 Reports Central, but we are planning to have it in the next 

version. For now, we recommend going with the existing Metrics Framework. 

Q3. Can you link multiple tables Report Central?  

A3. Yes, provided that they are already linked through foreign keys. Select the first table (ex. Equipment) and then from 

the Select Fields dialog there is a drop down that allows you to pick linked tables. 

Q4. Are there any plans to have the buildings operations module link to other modules? (i.e. the project management 

module) 

A4. No immediate plans to link Maintenance to Projects but we would love to hear the use case and consider it. Please 

enter in UserVoice. 

Q5. Any improvements to the ArcGIS connector?  

A5. No major improvements in V.26.1. 

Q6. Any improvements to the publishing drawings? Will you be upgrading ASPOSE for publishing drawings?  

A6. In 26.1, we mainly focus on bug fixes for drawing with metric units, such as bold border, redundant objects, incorrect 

coordinates. We also fixed a publishing timeout issue. There are no major enhancements. We use Aspose Library for 

PDF/DOCX exporting, and there is no upgrade since 25.2.  

Q7. Can a report be created in report central be displayed in a homepage?  

A7. In 26.1 all the reports are visible withing the Reports Central view and not outside of it. However, if you have created 

a report and shared it with executives you can add Reports Central to the Home Page as a task and then they can 

navigate from the Home Page to Reports Central and see all their assigned reports in one place. This is because these 

reports are not axvw files by database records. We are working to add the possibility to publish these reports directly to 

the Navigator as axvw views, in the following versions.  

Q8. Regarding Reports Central: Will there be an option added for paginated report/Excel export?  

A8. Yes. We are planning to add export to XLS and possibly DOC/PDF in the following version(s).  

Q9. Is the search feature limited to Anchor staff or will it search for staff hoteling as well?  

A9. Search in both Space Console and Workplace will look for both permanently assigned employees and employees 

who booked a desk via Hoteling on that day. 

Q10. Is 30 days the only limit you can do on hoteling?  

A10. The limit to set how many days ahead an employee can book a desk is configurable by an application parameter. 

Q11. Is the search feature in Workplace dynamic in a search box...or just looking over the floor to find a coworker? 

A11. There's a search for employee, which dynamically lists employees based on the search text, and then displays the 

location on a floor plan of the selected employee. 



 
Q12. Are you able to include more than 4 documents fields in a work request?   

A12. This is something we're looking into improving, starting with the new mobile app for field workers. 

Q13. If you have not gone to V25 from V23 of Web Central, can you jump right to V26?  

A13. Yes, you can always upgrade to the latest version. 

Q14. Any Fleet update on the horizon?  

A14. Not on the immediate roadmap but happy to get your thoughts through UserVoice. 

Q15. Will the Workplace Portal synchronized with staff outlook calendars to show availability?  

A15. Integration with Exchange and Gcal are on the roadmap. 

Q16. Is there any interest in further integration between Archibus and Outlook for bidirectional message logs to / from 

work requests?   

A16. This sounds like a good UserVoice idea. We've included in scope the ability to generate work requests from an 

email (not sure the phase), but bi-directional messages are a step beyond that. 

Q17. Related to reference documents, is there an opportunity to reference at the site level for work requests?  

A17. Right now, we can have references via equipment or pm process. We would prefer to simplify the reference link to 

the location in the work request. This is a good UserVoice idea! 

Q18. In workplace hoteling, is there a check out so that the desk is available for booking?  

A18. The only way to release a room that was already checked in is by canceling the booking. 

Q19. Will there be a way to have users just see the screen they need, for example just meeting rooms and hoteling?  

A19. For Workplace, there's a way to turn off tiles such as search and requests. 

Q20. Can meeting rooms be searched by capacity and date availability?  

A20. Yes, meeting rooms can be searched by those parameters. 

Q21. Can booking meeting rooms be limited to proper size or permission only?  

A21. Yes, meeting rooms can be searched and limited by those parameters. 

Q22. On Query Search can you filter to specific rooms? For example, highlight rooms by number if you need to show the 

location of the rooms on a floor plan.  

A22. Query Search does not support room code/name searches yet. You can use "Advanced Search" to select multiple 

room numbers and show all of them simultaneously on the floor plan(s).  

Q23. Can multiple rooms be selected simultaneously? 

A23. You can use the "Rooms" tab's mini-console to search for individual rooms, then select one room at time. You can 

also use "Advanced Search" to select multiple rooms and show all of them simultaneously on the floor plan. 

Q24. Regarding the Field Worker Mobile App, is that part of v26.1 or is it planned for a future version?  

A24. This is planned for a future version. 

Q25. Is there a plan to add RFID or barcode as a way to check in for Hoteling?  

A25. This is a good UserVoice idea! 

Q26. Is there improvement to Mobile App for Hoteling or the direction is to go with Archibus Workplace instead of 

mobile app for hoteling?  

A26. The direction is to go with Archibus Workplace. 

Q27. Can Workspace Booking be configured to book by hour vs by morning, afternoon or full day?  

A27. Currently hotel bookings are full day, morning, and afternoon. They are not by hour. 



 
Q28. Does Workspace Booking support booking by QR code?  

A28. Yes, users can scan a QR code of a workspace and book the seat or create a request for it.  

Q29. We are getting quite a few enquiries about touch panels for Workplace module to display outside the conference 

rooms. Do you recommend any specific make or models for this purpose?  For example, a list of compatible android or 

iOS devices.  

A29. Workplace itself can be put in kiosk mode. Aside from that Archibus can connect to many external systems. 

Q30. In Hoteling, what is the actual time limit before the office is released, and can those parameters be edited? 

A30. That parameter can be adjusted by an application parameter. 

Q31. Is Reports Central available in any other versions or is it new for 26.1?  

A31. Reports Central is new to V.26.1. 

Q32. When is the new maintenance mobile app slated to be released? 

A32. Timeframe is still TBD but we expect this year. 

Q33. Question on UserVoice (great forum BTW). When the status shows completed - what does this mean? Does it 

mean Archibus is putting this feature in an upgrade release?  

A33. A Completed status means that the Idea will be in the next version of software. 

Q34. Can you customize the information in the Health Check feature? For example, if we have a specific COVID message 

we'd like to communicate.  

A34. Yes, the message can be customized. 

Q35. Is there a way we can add multiple assets and attribute the same information to all of them?  

A35. In Asset, there is the Asset Registration Console that allows you to Add Multiple Assets and fill in some common 

information like Standard, Location (Building, Floor, Room), Affiliation (Division, Department, Employee), However for 

the remaining fields you would still need to go equipment by equipment. The alternative is to use Smart Client which 

allows selecting and copy and pasting the same value(s) to multiple records, without having to use Data Transfer. We do 

have on our roadmap to add more capability around bulk editing equipment. There is also a User Voice idea on this 

topic. Please vote on it so it gets higher on our priority list. 

Q36. Can the filtered data created in Reports Central be exported to Excel?  

A36. Export to Excel is not available in 26.1, but we are planning to add it in the next version. 

Q37. Will the sync time in the maintenance mobile app be improved?  

A37. The new mobile app we're working on will be direct connect with a light sync. Load time will be improved. 

Q38. Reports Central - can you create a report with data elements from several different tables?  

A38. Yes, provided that they are already linked through foreign keys. Select the first table (ex. Equipment) and then from 

the Select Fields dialog there is a drop down that allows you to pick linked tables. 

Q39. Does Quick Search honor VPAs in V26.1? Also has the Space Console load time been improved? 

A39. We have made some performance enhancement to space console in 26.1, please check it out. The QuickSearch 

VPA issue was reported at the end of our 26.1 release so it is schedule for 26.2.  

Q40. Will Archibus continue to build out and enhance room reservations?  Some clients are planning to utilize this 

module since hoteling only allows for a minimum of half day booking.  

A40. Yes, Archibus continues to work on Reservations. 

Q41. Is Reports Central a new module or part of existing module?  

A41. Reports Central, like the Report Definition Wizard, will be available in System Administration. 



 
Q42. Will the highlights on the tree mode include showing what Organizations, Room Categories are selected on the 

Space Console?  

A42. This already exists. 

Q43. Does Reports Central allow the addition of standard tables and fields?  

A43. Yes. Select the first table (ex. Equipment) and then from the Select Fields dialog there is a drop down that allows 

you to pick linked tables. 

Q44. Does Space Console handle secondary rooms? 

A44. Space Console supports primary room attributes and primary locations. On the roadmap is to support multiple 

allocations for one room and secondary locations. 

Q45. Is Report Central a standard part of Web Central or an additional product?  

A45. Reports Central is part of Archibus Web Central v26.1 and it is available in System Administration - Add In Manager.  

Q46. Can you add multiple field sort feature to Report Central so that I can sort by bl, fl, rm? 

A46. In 26.1, the sort feature is not yet available. We are working to add it in the next version. 

Q47. With the drag and drop of a document feature, are you able to attach a link for larger files?  

A47. Currently, drag-and-drop works on Archibus document field for a physical file. We do support URL link for reference 

documents, where you can link an URL.  

Q48. Is the workplace now compliant to WCAG and AA?  

A48. We've worked with a vendor on WCAG compliance for Workplace. It's an ongoing improvement effort. We expect 

to have a VPAT in the next few weeks. 

Q49. Will the badging report work even if people don't have badging data? For example, if they only use Archibus 

hoteling/reservations to view this same report?  

A49. The badging report displays data from the table bas_daily_badge_swipe, which stores the individual badge swipes 

imported from a CSV file. The Utilization % is calculated based on the data in that table and not on the hoteling data, 

which means that if you don't have badge data in that table the Utilization % would be zero. However, if do want to use 

this report to analyze other data instead of badge data there are several options:  1) create a WFR to copy the 

hoteling/reservations data into the bas_daily_badge_swipe table 2) modify the report to use the activity_log table 

instead of bas_daily_badge_swipe 

Q50. Does the query work with the UDF fields that were introduced in 25.4? UDFs were available for buildings, floors, 

rooms and employees. 

A50. Currently, the query search work for a set of standard fields, such as Site, Building, Floor, Division, Department and 

Room Category. But I think you brought up a very interesting idea of expanding to any fields (including UDF) as long as 

the query is valid. This is a good UserVoice idea. 

 


